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Abstract

Neural networks (NNs) are beneficial to many services, and we believe systems—such as OSes, databases, networked systems—are not an exception. However, applying NNs in these critical systems is challenging: people have to risk getting unexpected outcomes from NNs since NN behaviors are not well-defined. To tame these uncertain behaviors, we introduce a framework ouruboros which enables system developers to build verified NNs that follow user-defined specifications. These specifications comprise input and output constraints which characterize the behaviors of a NN. We do a case study on database learned indexes to demonstrate that training verified NN models is possible. Though many challenges remain, ouruboros enables us, for the first time, to apply NNs in critical systems with confidence.
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1 Introduction

Neural networks (NNs) have been widely used, and many applications and services benefit from applying them. We believe systems (like OSes, databases, networked systems) are not an exception. But, one major challenge to adopt NNs in these critical systems is NN’s uncertainty: NNs do not have well-defined behaviors and they may produce unexpected results [8, 12]. Such uncertainty is particularly dangerous for critical components in a system, where any unexpected behavior may result in an incorrect system state.

NNs are complicated black boxes that are difficult to reason. Restraining NN’s uncertainty by adding constraints either directly to NNs or to training process is hardly conceivable, as people have limited understanding of NN internals. In fact, it is notoriously hard to explain NN’s behaviors, and explainable artificial intelligence [3, 6] is an active research topic.

Despite the uncertainty nature of NNs, there is a technique—neural network verification (NN-verification)—that can help. NN-verification verifies whether a NN satisfies some given properties. In particular, given a pair of input and output constraints (denoted as $X$ and $Y$, respectively), NN-verification checks whether a NN holds the following property: if an input $x$ meets the input constraints ($x \in X$), then the corresponding output $y$ must satisfy the output constraints ($y \in Y$).

In principle, NN-verification can help verify (hence build) NNs that meet pre-specified properties. But, in practice, NN-verification has two major limitations. First, NN-verification is powerful but expensive [1, 12]. Though researchers have made significant progress [4, 8, 13, 22, 23] in accelerating the verification, NN-verification still takes a long time (in hours or even days) to verify large NNs. Second, it is challenging to specify the expected NN behaviors by input and output constraints only. This is especially true for those tasks which do not have canonical outputs for unseen inputs. As an example, for recommending movies to a new user, it is unclear what input/output constraints should be considered as “expected”.

However, we observe and argue that NNs for systems [7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 20, 21] are a perfect fit for NN-verification: NNs for systems are usually small and have clear semantics for inputs and outputs. Take database learned indexes [10] as an example. Their NN models are tiny with fewer than 100 neurons, hence are cheap to verify. Furthermore, NNs have clear semantics and their expected behaviors are unambiguous—NN’s inputs are database keys and outputs are data positions on the underlying storage (e.g., disks); we expect that NN’s outputs (predicted positions) should not be far away from data’s true positions.

We believe our observation of NN for systems is generally true, as systems often require NNs to run fast (hence NNs must be tiny) and systems’ inputs and outputs have clear semantics (hence NNs have unambiguous expected behaviors). In addition, we believe many system components can benefit from applying NNs, including memory allocation [14], database query planning [11], memory prefetching [7], circuits design [21], and datacenter scheduling [15].

To build verified NNs for systems, our main idea is to use NN-verification as a verifier and check whether a trained NN satisfies user-defined properties, which we call a specification. If the NN passes the verification, we have a verified NN that
has well-defined behaviors characterized by the specification; otherwise, we retrain the NN.

This paper introduces a framework, **ouroboros**, that achieves the aforementioned idea. **Ouroboros** takes the NN, data, and the specification as inputs to train a verified model. In the training process, **ouroboros** checks whether the current candidate NN satisfies the specification. If it does, **ouroboros** outputs the model; if it doesn’t, **ouroboros** generates specification-aware data from the counterexamples which violate the specification, and retrains the model with these specification-aware data until it passes the verification.

We did a preliminary case study with database learned index [10], which is the first (arguably) practical NN-based index structure for databases. We reproduce the NNs described in their paper [10], and design a specification for the learned index. That is, for all keys, the NN’s predicted positions in the database are at most \( \epsilon \) slots away from their true positions, where \( \epsilon \) is an error bound provided by users (§3.2).

Note that a verified NN does not outperform unverified ones in terms of model accuracy or inference speed. After all, they have the same architecture (i.e., NN computation graph). Instead, a verified NN has well-defined behaviors—all its outputs follow specifications regarding the inputs, and this is formally verified by **ouroboros**.

Though our case study shows that training a verified NN is possible, many challenges arise and lots of research questions are opened. We list a few here (more in §6):

- **Ouroboros**

  - Our current retrain process is tedious, and there is no guarantee that users will finally have a verified model. For example, a specification might be too strict, and retrains cannot succeed. So, providing some types of guarantees to the retrain process is our future work.
  
  - Though systems have clear semantics, describing specifications still requires significant manual efforts. It will be helpful to have common primitives for describing specifications, but how to design these primitives is unclear. Another topic is to automatically generate specifications.
  
  - Since training verified NNs is possible, we are interested in discovering new components in critical systems that can benefit from being replaced by verified NNs, some of which were impossible due to NN’s undefined behaviors.

Despite all the above challenges and open questions, **ouroboros** gives us a way, for the first time, to train a verified NN with specifications. It opens a new dimension in system design where developers can safely replace critical system components with NNs.

## 2 Background

In this section, we provide some necessary background for NN-verification (§2.1), and introduce learned index, which uses NNs as database indexes (§2.2).

### 2.1 Neural network verification

NN-verification [12] is a technique that formally verifies whether a NN satisfies a specification. A specification comprises a set of input/output constraint pairs; each pair represent a statement that if inputs (of the NN) satisfy the input constraint, then the corresponding outputs must satisfy the output constraint. If the NN meets all constraints in the specification, NN-verification accepts. Otherwise, NN-verification rejects and provides counterexamples.

Formally, consider a NN as a function \( f \) whose inputs are \( x \in D_x \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) and outputs are \( y \in D_y \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m \), where \( n \) and \( m \) are the input and output dimensions. We denote a pair of input/output constraint as \( (x \in X, y \in Y) \), where \( X \) and \( Y \) are subsets of the input and output domains \( X \subseteq D_x \) and \( Y \subseteq D_y \). The problem of NN-verification is to check whether the following assertion holds for \( f \) (the NN):

\[
\forall x, \ x \in X \implies y = f(x) \in Y
\]

NN-verification is already in use in practice. One example is to verify NNs in airborne collision avoidance systems [8]. These systems are used by aircraft to avoid midair collisions. In this scenario, inputs are sensor data including distance, speed, heading angle of the aircraft itself and other intruder aircraft; outputs are action advisories, including clear-of-conflict, weak left/right, strong left/right. And the specifications are manually defined action properties.

Multiple approaches are available for verifying NNs, including reachability [23], optimization [8, 13], search [4], and combinations of these techniques [22]. Our design uses NN-verification as a black-box, thus we omit NN-verification’s technical details in this paper. We refer readers to this survey [12] for details. But it is worth noting that different approaches have diverse goals and varied performance. Choosing a suitable verification method is a key factor of successfully training a verified NN (§4).

### 2.2 Learned index

Index structures are widely used in systems which enables efficient data accesses. For example, B-Tree is a type of index
which allows a database to quickly pinpoint data positions on
the underlying storage. As an alternative, learned index struc-
ture [10] uses NNs to replace B-Trees for better performance.

Next, we introduce a type of learned index, named Recursive
Model Index (RMI), which is depicted in Figure 1. RMI has
multiple stages and each stage has one or multiple models
(NNs). During a key lookup, RMI picks one model in each
stage to run; models in upper stages (starting from stage 1)
decide the model in the next stage; and a final stage model
predicts the data position for the key. As a best practice [10],
people use two-stage RMIs.

One challenge for RMIs is to ensure that models always
produce data positions within certain error-bounds, so that
RMIs can always find existing data in the database (a required
property for any index structures). Original RMIs achieve this
by evaluating all existing keys on the trained NN models, and
replace those exceeding the error-bounds with traditional B-
Trees. But, this approach does not provide guarantees for non-
existing keys—the predicted data positions can be arbitrary.
This affects range queries whose upper/lower bound of the
range might be non-existing keys.

It will be great if we can somehow know whether NN mod-
els have bounded errors for all keys (including non-existing
keys). NN-verification can help. Given a specification asserting
that predicted positions are within an error-bound, NN-
verification can comprehensively check whether models hold
this property for all keys. In addition, by using the counterex-
amples from NN-verification, we can retrain NNs to achieve
the desired error-bounds, as we will show in section 3.2.

3 System design

In section 3.1, we introduce Ouroboros, a framework to train
verified NNs. We further show a case study of training a
verified RMI in section 3.2.

3.1 Ouroboros overview

Ouroboros trains verified NNs that satisfies a pre-defined
specification. Figure 2 depicts the system’s workflow.

First, users provide a set of data that the NN will be trained
on and a specification that describes the required properties
of the NN. After receiving the data, Ouroboros starts a normal
training process and produces a candidate model. Then, the
model is sent to an NN verifier which comprehensively checks
whether the NN satisfies the specification for any possible in-
puts. The NN verifier achieves this by running NN-verification
algorithms (§2.1).

If the NN verifier accepts, then Ouroboros builds what
users want—a model with formally verified properties (the
specification). If the NN verifier rejects, it generates coun-
terexamples that violate the specifications: data satisfying the

\[ x' \in X \land \neg f(x') \in Y \]

input constrains whose corresponding outputs do not meet
the output constraints. Formally, counterexamples are a set of
data \( \{ x' \mid x' \in X \land f(x') \notin Y \} \) where \( X \) and \( Y \) are input
and output constraints (§2.1).

By analyzing the counterexamples, Ouroboros generates
\textit{specification-aware data} that represents the edge cases whose
outputs should have been included in \( Y \). With these specification-
aware data, Ouroboros retrains a new candidate model and
verifies whether the new model satisfies user’s specification.
In our current implementation, the specification-aware data
generator is a function that simply pairs counterexamples (a
set of keys) with the positions that the keys should be if they
were inserted into the database (see also §3.2 and §6).

Ouroboros runs this process multiple rounds until getting
a model that passes NN-verification, then we have a verified
model. Or we fail to train one, if Ouroboros times out.

3.2 Case study: training a verified RMI

In this section, we study how to build a verified RMI such that
all predicted positions—including predictions for non-existing
keys—are within a predefined error bound (denoted as \( \epsilon \)). We
first elaborate the specification for a two-stage RMI, and then
introduce how to train a verified RMI using NN-verification.

Our current approach, as a starting point, is rudimentary
(see our future work in §6). The main takeaway is that we are
able to build a verified RMI by using NN-verification.

This case study uses the Integer Datasets [10, §3.7.1], in
which keys and positions are both integers. The stored data
are sorted by their keys, a common scenario in databases for
supporting range queries. We follow the best practice RMI
which has two stages: stage 1 has one NN model with two
16-neuron fully connected layers, and ReLU as activation
functions; stage 2 has 10 linear models. The RMI’s input is an
integer (key) and the prediction is also an integer (position).
See an RMI example in Figure 3.
This constraint pair reads as, if a key $x \in X$, then the prediction of Model 1.1 must be in $Y$. Notice that $[0, 97]$ is the key range for partition 1, and the range $[0, 1]$ represents that either the first or second model in stage 2 will be used.

In specification 2.1, $(X = (2, 14), Y = [1−\varepsilon, 1+\varepsilon])$ reads as: if a key is in the range of $(2, 14)$, then the predicted position must be within $[1−\varepsilon, 1+\varepsilon]$, where “1” is the true position of “Key=8” and $\varepsilon$ is the error bound. As we can see in Figure 3, the range $(2, 14)$ captures the existing “Key=8” and all non-existing keys that would have been placed immediately before or after this key. And, the predicted position of all these keys should be at most $\varepsilon$ slots away from the true position of “Key=8”, which is position “1”.

Training a verified RMI. In the first round, ouroboros trains the RMI as described in the original RMI paper [10, Algorithm 1]. ouroboros uses the whole data to train the model in stage 1. For stage 2 models, ouroboros train each model with their corresponding partitions and the keys that are in adjacent partitions but assigned to this model by stage 1 model.

After getting a candidate RMI, instead of evaluating the existing keys and replace unfulfilled NNs with B-Trees, ouroboros uses NN-verification to check whether the trained RMI satisfies the specifications. ouroboros’s verifier adopts a verification toolbox named NeuralVerification.jl [2], and chooses a solver ReluVal [22]. The verifier encodes the constraint ranges in specifications to Hyperrectangle, and invokes the ReluVal solver to verify the specifications.

If the verifier rejects, it returns a counterexample $x'$, which often is a non-existing key. ouroboros calculates the true corresponding position $y'$ for $x'$ by pretending to insert $x'$, and then adds the data point $(x', y')$ into the training data. With the new data, ouroboros re-trains the models. A future work is to design an algorithm to generate a set of new specification-aware data from few counterexamples. ouroboros repeats training until finding an RMI that passes the NN-verification.

4 Preliminary results

Implementation. We reimplement RMIs based on the description in the paper [10] with 500 lines of Python and Tensorflow code. We build the NN-verification in 140 lines of Julia code on top of a verification toolbox NeuralVerification.jl [2]. Finally, we use a bash script (50 lines) to coordinate training and verification. All the experiments were executed on a MacBook pro with a 2.6 GHz 6-Core Intel i7 CPU and 32GB memory.

Dataset, RMI, and specification. In this experiment, we use a synthetic dataset, Integer Datasets [10, §3.7.1], which has 190K unique integer values. These values are randomly sampled from a range of 0 to 1M, and are stored in a sorted array. Here values serve as keys (inputs to NNs), and their positions in the sorted array represent data positions in a database (outputs of NNs).
The major difference between our version and the original Integer Dataset is that we sample data uniformly random rather than in a lognormal distribution. We do this for two reasons. First, randomly sampled dataset is an easier case, and we want to start from the most basic dataset. Second, even for this easy dataset, training a verified RMI is challenging. As we will show later, a stage 2 model was retrained 13 times before it finally passes the verification, with relaxing $\epsilon$ twice (elaborate below).

As mentioned earlier, we follow the best practice RMI, which has 2 stages: stage 1 has one NN model with two fully-connected layers with 16 neurons each. The activation function is ReLU. Stage 2 has 10 linear models.

We implement specifications for models of stage 1 and stage 2 separately. For the specification of stage 1, there are 10 pairs of input/output constraints, each of which represents a partition. The specifications for stage 2 models contain 190k constraint pairs in total, and each pair represent a data point’s range (see §3.2). On average, a single stage 2 specification has 19k pairs of input and output constraints.

Training a verified RMI. We follow the RMI training procedure as described in the original paper [10, Algorithm 1], except that we replace evaluating existing keys with NN-verification. During training, the stage 1 model passes verification in the first round (no retrain needed). This aligns with our expectation because it is easy to learn the general trend of a dataset without caring too much about details. The original RMI paper has similar observations.

On the contrary, stage 2 models are much harder to train (the “last mile problem”). We start stage 2 model training with $\epsilon = 100$; meanwhile, if a model is retrained five times and still fails the verification, we increase $\epsilon$ by 50 for this model’s specification, which we call $\epsilon$-relaxation. Also, note that $\epsilon = 100$ is a strong error bound in practice, as databases usually group data into blocks. Two positions differ by 100 are probably still in the same block, or in two consecutive blocks.

In stage 2 model training, six out of ten models pass in the first round without retraining ($\epsilon = 100$). Three models are retrained six times and end up with $\epsilon = 150$. One model is particularly hard to train and is retrained 13 times. It finally passes the verification with $\epsilon = 200$.

Verification performance. We run NN-verification with a ReluVal solver [22]. In our experiment, verifying the model of stage 1 takes 4 seconds, and verifying all stage 2 models takes 7 seconds; that is 0.7 second each.

Beyond ReluVal, we also experimented with another solver, BaB [4]. However, BaB is much slower than ReluVal in our case: it spends 18 and 155 seconds for verifying stage 1 and 2, respectively. This experiment shows that choosing a suitable solver is critical for verification performance.

5 Related work

The most related work to ouroboros is NeVer [19], a pioneer of NN-verification proposed a decade ago. NeVer has several innovations. The one closely related to ouroboros is a technique called counterexample triggered abstraction-refinement (CETAR), namely using counterexamples to repair the behavior of a NN. If we ignore the technical details (for example, NeVer uses abstract interpretation hence requires refinements, whereas ouroboros doesn’t), ouroboros’s retraining process is a reminiscence of CETAR, but in the context of building NNs for systems. The major difference is that ouroboros needs to design specifications according to system semantics, for example, RMI specifications (§3.2), which is non-trivial and requires system’s domain knowledge.

Several recent works [5, 9] use NN-verification to check and/or visualize (unexpected) behaviors of NNs used in networked systems. Ouroboros uses similar techniques but studies a different problem; we focus on building verified NNs instead of testing or analyzing NNs. Consequently, ouroboros meets more challenges (which are also opportunities), including retraining NNs with specification-aware data, designing generalized specification primitives, partial and incremental verifications (more detailed discussion in §6).

NN-verification’s applications. As mentioned in section 2.1, NN-verification has been extensively studied [4, 8, 12, 13, 22, 23], and has several main applications, including verifying the robustness of NNs against adversarial attacks [16] and ACAS Xu [8], an airborne collision avoidance system. One can find standardized benchmarks of these applications in VNN-COMP [1], a NN-verification competition.

In this paper, we observe that NNs for systems [7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 20, 21] is a new category of applications for NN-verification, which is a perfect fit to verify because NNs for systems are usually small (hence easy to verify) and have unambiguous semantics (hence their behaviors are straightforward to specify). We argue that verifying NNs for systems expands NN-verification’s applications, and further NN-verification can significantly improve the safety of NNs for systems.

Testing NNs. There is a line of work [17, 18] to detect misbehavior of NNs by testing (see more machine learning testing in this survey [24]). For example, DeepXplore [17] is a whitebox testing framework that methodically construct the dataset for testing to reach high neuron coverage, a metric representing how much proportion of the tested NN is covered by the test. These are practical and efficient tools for discovering unexpected behaviors. However, testing cannot prove the absence of misbehavior, whereas NN-verification (hence ouroboros) can. Ouroboros provides a rigorous guarantee that a verified NN always follows the pre-defined specifications.
Discussion, limitations, and future work

Current ouroboros’s design has multiple limitations, which inspire our future work. We discuss three of them in detail below. We also briefly mention other interesting topics at the end of this section.

First, ouroboros provides no guarantee on finally producing a verified NN. Ouroboros does not explicitly manage the training process, except for adding specification-aware data (counterexamples) to the training dataset. Our future work is to design a specification-oriented training, which micro-manages the training steps with specifications in mind. Another approach is to design a good specification-aware data generating algorithm that generates representative data to “push” the model training in the right direction.

Second, ouroboros’s current specification is ad hoc. Our future work is to design a domain specific language (DSL) for specifications. This DSL will provide pre-defined primitives for common systems (for example, OS, network, storage), which assist developers in specifying their wanted properties.

Also, it is unclear whether specification development will be a heavy burden for developers. In the case of learned index, the specification is straightforward, but this might not be always true—we could imagine a non-trivial task to design safety specifications for some complicated components, for example, database concurrency control.

Finally, efficiency training is always desirable, but ouroboros suffers from many rounds of retraining, which include normal NN training and NN-verification. Our future work is to accelerate this retraining process by incremental training and incremental verification. The guiding intuition is that, for each round of retraining, we do not tackle a completely new problem. Instead, we face a similar problem with updates on some parameters: updated training dataset for NN training and updated NN models for NN-verification. There ought to be a way to leverage the information from previous rounds for accelerating the retraining, which requires further research.

Beyond the above three directions, many other topics are worth exploring as well. For example, what systems can benefit from ouroboros, and which components can be replaced by verified NNs? Since performance of different NN-verification techniques varies, how can ouroboros choose the verifier’s solver that fits current workload the best? Can ouroboros detect whether a specification is too strict to achieve? If so, ouroboros can directly ask developers to revise, without having to waste cycles on retraining.

Summary. To recap, ouroboros is the first framework that empowers us to train a verified NN with user-defined specifications. We believe this will significantly broaden the ways that people apply NNs in today’s systems because now developers can have faith in their NNs.
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